SURFACE FOR EDUCATION:

Why the right device is
your key to accelerating
classroom transformation

Digital and hybrid learning is here to stay, so it has never been more
important to choose the right devices and tools to help students learn
and flourish. Surface devices, Windows 10 and Microsoft 365 work in
conjunction to provide schools with more engaging, rewarding, and
highly secure digital classroom experiences. With this combination of
technology, teachers gain more time and freedom to develop engaging
lessons, while students find it easier to get to grips with curriculum
content thanks to their intuitive, easy-to-use devices.

Surface and the modern classroom
Hybrid learning is the new normal, and for it to be completely inclusive,
digital tools must be made accessible to every single student who needs
them. From devices to platforms, to software and types of learning,
Surface for Education offers everything teachers need to help their
students achieve their full potential – in the digital or physical classroom.

Surface for teachers: bringing lessons to life
Surface empowers teachers with new ways to engage students and
helps to improve the quality of teaching. Surface devices make it easier
for teachers to streamline lesson plans, create and grade projects, and
collaborate with students. Delivering all the best elements of a desktop,
laptop, and tablet, Surface makes it easy for them to move around the
classroom, or work wherever they need to be.

63%
of teachers say they lean on technology in the classroom
to assist their curriculum.1

Devices and software built to
transform education
• Surface devices are light, reliable and truly
versatile. They’re also intuitive to use,
powerfully, efficient and incredibly secure
• Modern classroom collaboration from
anywhere is possible with Microsoft Teams,
Microsoft Whiteboard and OneNote – among
many other tools
• Allows teachers to use voice, animation,
and video to plan lessons in reassuringly
familiar Microsoft office applications
• Experiment with digital storytelling and
remote learning with dual HD cameras
and Omnisonic microphones
• Apps like Whiteboard and Flipgrid help
teachers and students push the boundaries
of the digital classroom
• Writing and drawing on the Surface comes
naturally, thanks to the Surface Pen
• Share encrypted class and student material
securely using OneDrive or Microsoft Teams
• Keep every written, voice, or video note saved
securely in OneNote, and use intelligent search
to find any note, anytime

88 percent of teachers believe
digital inking allows them to
increase the quality of instruction
to the class.2

Teachers using Surface, Windows
10, and Microsoft 365 can save up
to 30 minutes or more developing
lessons, allowing for more time
spent in the classroom. 3

Surface for students:
learning to love e-learning

The digital tools students need
to work anywhere

Students across the world have taken to digital learning
because it is dynamic, intuitive and easy to follow.
They can attend classes, work, communicate and access
content wherever they are. Hybrid learning also stimulates
students’ independence and curiosity, encouraging more
teamwork and self-motivated learning.

• Surface’s flexibility means enhanced accessibility. Tablet mode
can be perched on a table, attached to a wheelchair, held in a
hand, or laid flat on a table. Surface Pen is also weighty enough
to aid in fine motor control skill development

Surface for Education provides the
tools necessary for every student to
have a great experience
• Always-on connectivity provides equal access to the digital
classroom and encourages engagement

• Encourage independence and confidence in students with
responsive PixelSense display, password-free Windows Hello
login, and a removable keyboard that can be easily replaced
if accidents happen
• Reduce outside distractions with Immersive Reader on the
HD PixelSense screen
• Omnisonic speakers provide crystal-clear sound and dual
HD speakers make video lessons more engrossing

• With Intune for Education and Surface Autopilot, students
can simply sign into their new Surface devices with little
or no IT involvement
• Digital inking reduces paper-based processes and improve
data retention
• Hardware and software works seamlessly to bring students
and educators together
• However students want to work, they can use touch, Surface
Pen, Type Cover* or keyboard to complete assignments

Students can save +3 hours
in a week through enhanced
teamwork capabilities of using
Microsoft 365 Enterprise–
powered Surface devices.4

When collaborative technology
tools were given to the entire
class, there was a 30% to 40%
improvement in reading
and writing.5

XMA and Surface:
the perfect partnership
When transitioning to a digital classroom or adopting new
technology in a physical institution, it is our unique knowledge and
partnerships with key players that help us transform the way your
school works. XMA’s services are designed to eliminate IT obstacles
and help you take advantage of:
• The best possible information and advice tailored
to your unique requirements
• Expert training and affordable solutions designed
to help you reach your objectives
• A close relationship with your school, helping to
build staff confidence
• Together we can design the perfect teaching
and learning experience

Workplace Solutions
Our unique approach enables us to seamlessly integrate any digital
workspace technology into any environment – including education.
We take away the cross-platform integration challenges and
simplify the complexity associated with traditional methods
of end-user computing.
Cloud Solution Provider
We use a Cloud Services Agreement to produce a flexible contract
that allows customers to purchase software – and other supporting
services – through one trusted partner. We include 24/7 technical
assistance to give you a comprehensive, modern solution for your
school that is supported around the clock.

Surface Autopilot
Autopilot simplifies the way devices get deployed, reset, and
repurposed, with little or no IT effort necessary. Just take the
device out of the box, turn it on and Autopilot configures it
from the cloud in a few steps.
Device as a Service
Device as a Service from XMA provides provision, management
and optimisation of your IT eco-system through the entirety of its
lifecycle. Through a simple, modular approach we provide your
users with all the IT they need to be their most productive.
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